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DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY 

Call: 800.645.2310 • Fax: 800.957.7362     

HU-FRIEDY

AFTER FIVE
HU-FRIEDY

The After Five Ultrasonic inserts reach deep into
pockets and achieve efficient subgingival scaling
with the thin tips, exclusively from Hu-Friedy.
Probe-size tips offer smooth, deep access into
periodontal pockets. A fixed water tube provides
hassle-free water delivery. 

Metal
Straight 
8433782 25 kHz [UI25KSL10S]
8433780 30 kHz [UI30KSL10S]

Left
8433746 30 kHz [UI30KSL10L]

Set, 3/Pkg.
8433764 25 kHz [UI25KSLSET]
8433765 30 kHz [UI30KSLSET]

AFTER FIVE PLUS
HU-FRIEDY

Reach deep into pockets 
and achieve efficient 
subgingival scaling with these thin tips, exclusively
from Hu-Friedy. Probe-size tips (same tip design
as the After Five inserts) offer smooth, deep
access into periodontal pockets. A fixed water
tube provides hassle-free water delivery. Patient
comfort is maximized since designs are efficient at
low power settings. The resin handle is lightweight
and color-coded for instant tip identification,

ORIGINAL PROPHY PLUS
HU-FRIEDY

The prophy style supragingival tip is the
original ultrasonic insert design with a 
finely beveled external water delivery 
tube. The Plus design features a fixed 
water delivery tube in a lightweight 
resin handle.

Straight, Green
8433775 25 kHz [UI25KP10P]

O-RINGS
HU-FRIEDY

O-Ring for Ultrasonic
Inserts. The O-Ring
acts as a water seal
when the insert is
placed into the open
end of the handpiece.

12/Pkg
8433794 Black [UBLKORING]
8433795 Green [UGRNORING]

Left Straight Right

STREAMLINE
HU-FRIEDY

Routine scaling is more efficient with the
Streamline inserts. It is designed to remove
general deposits in less time, the water is delivered
directly from the tip base. The resin handles are
color-coded to help instantly identify tip style.

#10 Universal, Lavender
8433785 25 kHz [UI1025K]
8433786 30 kHz [UGRNORING]

#100 Thin, Black
8433788 25 kHz [UI25K100S]

#10 Universal

#100 Thin

#1000 Triple Bend

#3 Beavertail

SATIN SWIVEL
HU-FRIEDY

In the Swivel inserts with the black cone, water
flows from the base allowing thorough irrigation
and lavage. Experience the maneuverability and
adaptability you want in power scaling with the
exclusive Swivel inserts. With a slight rolling
motion of your fingertips, you can eliminate the
old "start, stop, remove and readjust" routine.

#10 Universal, Lavender
8433842 25 kHz [UI25SS10]
8433846 30 kHz [UI30SS10]

#100 Thin, Black
8433843 25 kHz [UI25SS100]
8433847 30 kHz [UI30SS100]

#1000 Triple Bend, Orange
8433844 25 kHz [UI25SS1000]
8433848 30 kHz [UI30SS1000]

Swivel XT, Purple
8433845 30 kHz [UI30SSXT]

THRU FLOW ULTRASONIC
INSERT (TFI) - CONTINUED

and interproximal surfaces. The thin beavertail is
used for the removal of heavy black tar stain and
calculus, especially on linqual anterior areas. 

Straight TFI-10
8290522 25K Gray Handle [6121708]
8290804 30K Black Handle [6374106]

Triple-Bend TFI-1000
8290785 25K Gray Handle [6122001]
8290798 30K Black Handle [6374110]

Thin Beavertail TFI-3
8290792 30K Black Handle [6374102]

increased tactile sensitivity, and reduced operator
fatigue. 

Straight, Dark Blue
8433770 25 kHz [UI25KSF10S]
8433771 30 kHz [UI30KSF10S]

Right, Red
8433774 25 kHz [UI25KSF10R]
8433776 30 kHz [UI30KSF10R]

Left, Teal
8433773 25 kHz [UI25KSF10L]
8433777 30 kHz [UI30KSF10L]

3/Pkg, Set
8433761 25 kHz [UI25KSFSET]
8433760 30 kHz [UI30KSFSET]

8433784 30 kHz [UI30K100S]

#1000 Triple Bend, Orange
8433789 25 kHz [UI100025K]
8433790 30 kHz [UI100030K]

#3 Beavertail, Yellow
8433791 25 kHz [UI325K]
8433792 30 kHz [UI330K]

#10 Universal

#100 Thin

#1000 Triple Bend

SWIVEL DIRECT FLOW 
HU-FRIEDY

The Swivel Direct Flow inserts with a gray cone
have all the features of the Swivel inserts plus a
through-tip water delivery. This design focuses the
water flow directly to the tip. The Swivel Direct
Flow also features the exclusive swivel technology
and a new longer 30k grip for improved access
and adaptability in posterior areas.

#10 Universal, Lavender
8430040 25 kHz [UI25SD10]
8430042 30 kHz [UI30SD10]

#100 Thin, Black
8430044 25 kHz [UI25SD100]
8430046 30 kHz [UI30SD100]

#1000 Triple Bend, Orange
8430064 25 kHz [UI25SD1000]
8430066 30 kHz [UI30SD1000]

#100 Thin

#1000 Triple Bend

#10 Universal
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